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The attached Detailed Report of Investigation that we received from the Joint Task Force-Full Accounting (JTF-FA) is forwarded for your information. During the 61st Joint Field Activity, a Joint U.S./Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV) Investigation Team investigated the case of your brother, Major San Francisco, in Hao Binh Province, SRV. In paragraph 2 of the report, you can find a summary of the investigation. The team did not recover or receive any remains or personal effects while investigating this case. You will be kept apprised of any new information we receive as soon as possible.

We are furnishing this material in keeping with our policy of providing everything we receive which may relate to the case of your brother. If you have any questions concerning this material, please contact us on our toll free telephone (800-531-5501) or via electronic mail (pwmia@afpc.randolph.af.mil).

Sincerely

KEITH E. COLLIER
Capt, USAF
Chief, Missing Persons Team

Attachment:
JTF-FA/J24 Ltr, Ser: 421,
24 Aug 00 w/Enclosure
To: Headquarters, Air Force Personnel Center  
   Attn: DPWCM, Randolph AFB, TX 78150-4717  

Subj: DETAILED REPORT OF INVESTIGATION ASSOCIATED WITH CASE 1329  

Encl: (1) CDR JTF-FA HONOLULU HI/J3/212044Z AUG 00 (2 Copies)  

1. Enclosure (1) is provided for release to the next of kin of SAN D. FRANCISCO and JOSEPH C. MORRISON (REFNO 1329-1-01 and 02).  

2. The JTF-FA has sanitized the enclosed report by redacting U.S. personnel names per Executive Order 12812, 22 Jul 92, and Title 5, U.S. Code 552(b)(3). In no instance has substantive material been removed.  

RAYMOND J. SPOCK  
By direction  

Copy to:  
DPMO-RD (w/o encl)  
REFNO FILE
NARRATIVE MESSAGE

PRIORITY

P 212044Z AUG 00

FM CDR JTF-FA HONOLULU HI/J3/

TO WHITE HOUSE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASH DC
SECKSTATE WASHINGTON DC/CA/OCS/ACS/BCTLV/
SECDDEF WASHINGTON DC/USDP:ISA/DPMO/
CIA WASHINGTON DC/OEA/SEA/IB/DDO/EA/ICOG/IC/
DIA WASHINGTON DC/CC/
JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC/J5/
USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI/J3/J32/

OB H HICKAM AFB HI/CH/
CJTFFA DET ONE BANGKOK TH
AMEMBASSY HANOI/CJTFFA DET TWO/
AMEMBASSY VIETNAM/CJTFFA DET THREE/
CDRUSACILHI HICKAM AFB HI/TAPC-PED-H/
SAFE WASHINGTON DC
CDR JTF-FA HONOLULU HI/J2/

BT
UNCLAS //N03460//

MSGID/GENADMIN/CJTF-FA/-/AUG//

SUBJ/DETAILED REPORT OF INVESTIGATION OF CASE 1329/

REF/A/RMG/CJTF-FA, HONOLULU HI/212000ZAUG00/
REF/B/DOC/1:50,000 MAP SHEET/6243 IV/

RMKS/1. REFERENCES.
A. REF A IS THE SUMMARY REPORT OF THE 61ST JOINT
FIELD ACTIVITY (JFA) CONDUCTED IN THE SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM (SRV) FROM 26 JUNE THROUGH
B. MAP DATA: NAME: BAN KARAI (BANR KARAI);
SHEET: 6243 IV, SERIES: L7014; EDITION: 5-USARPAC.
C. COMMENTS IN THIS REPORT ARE BASED ON FIELD
ANALYSIS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE FINAL
ANALYTICAL CONCLUSIONS.

2. SUMMARY.
A. CIRCUMSTANCES OF LOSS: THIS CASE INVOLVES THE
25 NOVEMBER 1968 LOSS OF AN F-4D AIRCRAFT ON A
RECONNAISSANCE-ESCORT MISSION OVER NORTH VIETNAM,
RESULTING IN TWO UNACCOUNTED-FOR INDIVIDUALS.
B. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION: ON 10 AND
11 JULY 2000, THE TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT TEAM (TAT)
ATTEMPTED TO LAND AT A LANDING ZONE (LZ) IN THUONG
TRACH VILLAGE, BO TRACH DISTRICT, QUANG BINH PROVINCE,
TO SURVEY A SITE POSSIBLY CORRELATING TO CASE 1329.
DUE TO POOR WEATHER IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN INADEQUATE
AND UNSAFE LANDING ZONE, THE TAT WAS UNABLE TO REACH
THE SITE.
C. REMAINS/PERSONAL EFFECTS: TAT DID NOT RECOVER
OR RECEIVE ANY REMAINS OR PERSONAL EFFECTS WHILE
INVESTIGATING CASE 1329.
D. RECOMMENDATION: CONTINUE TO INVESTIGATE.

3. DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION.
A. PURPOSE: RE-SURVEY THE BURIAL SITE AT 48Q XE
270 185, THUONG TRACH (THWONGJ TRACHJ) VILLAGE, BO
TRACH DISTRICT, QUANG BINH PROVINCE, TO DETERMINE
THE FEASIBILITY OF MINIMIZING THE UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE
(UXO) HAZARD (NOT ACCOMPLISHED; PARA 3.D., BELOW).
B. ON 6 JULY 2000, THE JOINT U.S./SRV TECHNICAL
ASSESSMENT TEAM (TAT) ARRIVED IN DONG HOI TOWNSHIP
(THI J XAX DOONGF HOWIS), QUANG BINH PROVINCE, TO
INVESTIGATE TWO CASES.
C. TEAM COMPOSITION:

(1) U.S. CONTINGENT:
MAJ [REDACTED] TEAM LEADER
MSGT [REDACTED] ASSISTANT TEAM LEADER
MR. [REDACTED] ANTHROPOLOGIST
MR. [REDACTED] ENGINEER
TSGT [REDACTED] ANALYST/LINGUIST
SSG [REDACTED] ANALYST/LINGUIST
HM1 [REDACTED] MEDIC
SFC [REDACTED] EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE TECHNICIAN
SSG [REDACTED] MORTUARY AFFAIRS SPECIALIST

(2) VIETNAMESE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CONTINGENT:
NGUYEN NGOC BICH (NGUYEENX NGOCJ BICHS) TEAM LEADER
TRAN QUANG TUYEN (TRAANF QUANG TUYEENS) TEAM MEMBER
NGUYEN TIEN CONG (NGUYEENX TIEENS COONG) TEAM MEMBER

(3) QUANG BINH PROVINCE CONTINGENT:
TRAN TIEN DUNG (TRAANF TIEENS ZUNGX) TEAM LEADER
HO THANH TAM (HOOF THANH TAAM) TEAM MEMBER
PHAN THANH GIANG (PHAN THANH GIANGR) TEAM MEMBER
NGO VAN KHUYNH (NGOO VAWN KHUYNH) TEAM LEADER
DO VAN PHAN (DOOX VAWN PHANS) TEAM MEMBER

(4) BO TRACH DISTRICT CONTINGENT
NGUYEN NGOC QUANG (NGUYEENX NGOCJ QUANG) TEAM LEADER
LE VAN HUONG (LEE VAWN HWONGS) TEAM MEMBER
NGUYEN TRI TUONG (NGUYEENX TRIS TWONG) TEAM MEMBER

(5) THUONG TRACH (THWONGJ TRACHJ) BORDER POST CONTINGENT:
NGUYEN THANH PHU (NGUYEENX THANHF PHUS) TEAM LEADER

CSN:DRI1329 234/15:51Z
VMAY99 /
Dear Mrs. Farrell

The attached report which we received from the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), is forwarded for your information. Correlation to your brother, Major San D. Francisco, is based on identification media data which was previously provided to you.

We are furnishing this material in keeping with our policy of providing everything we receive which may relate to your brother. We have attached an extra copy of the information for distribution to your sister at your discretion.

If you have any questions concerning this report, or the photographs which we passed, please call us on our toll free telephone line (800-531-5501).

Sincerely

LYNN I. MALTBIE, 2d Lt, USAF
Assistant Liaison Officer
Missing Persons & Inquiries Division

LYNN I. MALTBIE, 2d Lt, USAF
Assistant Liaison Officer
Missing Persons & Inquiries Division

1 Atch
DIA IIR 016 9032 92 (2)
U-1525/PW

TO: Headquarters
   Air Force Military Personnel Center
   ATTN: Mr. George Atkinson
   550 C Street West, Suite 15
   Randolph AFB, TX 78150-4717

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Unclassified Message for Release to NOK

1. Enclosed is a DIA/DOF-3 message, DTG 041420Z Nov 92 that may correlate to the following Air Force personnel: 1st Lt Lee Aaron Adams, Maj Marvin Nelson Lindsey, Maj Joseph C. Morrison, Capt John W. Seuell, 1st LT San Dewayne Francisco, Capt Frederick M. Mellor, Capt William A. Ott, Lt Col Dean Andrew Pogreba, and 1st LT Donald William Bruch, Jr.

2. Should PW receive follow-on information regarding the above individuals we will forward it accordingly.

3. POC for this action is John H. Glover, (703) 908-2860.

   Enclosure a/s

   CHARLES F. TROWBRIDGE, JR.
   Deputy Director
   Special Office for Prisoners of War and Missing in Action
SECTION 01 OF 03

_BODY
COUNTRY: (U) VIETNAM (VM)
SUBJECT: IIR 6 016 9032 92/PHOTOGRAPHS OF U.S. PRISONERS OF WAR, WAR CASUALTIES AND U.S. AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE FROM THE VIETNAM WAR - CORRECTED REPORT (U)

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 640000-740000.
SOURCE:

SUMMARY: THIS REPORT FORWARDS 45 VOLUMES OF PHOTOGRAPHS BOUND IN LOOSE LEAF NOTEBOOK FORMAT. MOST PHOTOGRAPHS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH U.S. PRISONERS HELD CAPTIVE AS A RESULT OF THE VIETNAM WAR. SOME PHOTOS DEPICT U.S. SERVICEMEN WHO WERE DETAINED IN VIETNAMESE POW CAMPS AND LATER RELEASED DURING "OPERATION HOMECOMING," WHILE OTHERS SHED LIGHT ON THE STATUS OF PERSONNEL WHO ARE EITHER LISTED IN THE CATEGORY OF MISSING IN ACTION (XX) OR KILLED IN ACTION, BODY NOT RECOVERED (BR).

TEXT: 1. PHOTOGRAPHS WERE ORGANIZED IN 45 THREE RING NOTEBOOK BINDERS. ON THE BACK OF MANY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS IS WHAT APPEARS TO BE A DESCRIPTION DATING THE PHOTOGRAPH AND GIVING THE LOCATION AND OTHER PERTINENT DATA CONCERNING THE SCENE OR INCIDENT IT DEPICTS. THE WRITING APPEARS TO GIVE THE DATE OF INCIDENT AND LOCATION. WHERE APPROPRIATE, THE SERVICEMAN'S NAME IS ALSO WRITTEN ON THE PHOTO.

(FIELD COMMENT:
OF THE ANNOTATIONS.)

2. REVIEW OF NOTEBOOK BINDERS REVEALED NINE (9) SEPARATE
SETS OF CASUALTY PHOTOS THAT WERE IDENTIFIED BY INSCRIPTIONS ON THE
BACK OF RESPECTIVE PHOTOS. THESE INSCRIPTIONS WERE COMPARED
AGAINST THE DIA PWMIA DATA BASE AND, IF VALID, MAY CORRESPOND TO
PERSONNEL LISTED IN THE DIA PWMIA CATEGORIES OF EITHER XX (MISSING
IN ACTION) OR BB (KILLED IN ACTION, BODY NOT RECOVERED). READ AS
FOLLOWS: NAME/RANK/SERVICE/REFNO/CATEGORY/PHOTO BINDER NUMBER
ADAMS, LEE A LT USAF 0307 BB 7261
LINDSEY, MARVIN MAJ USAF 0198 XX 7288
MORRISON, JOSEPH C MAJ USAF 1329 XX 7288 NOTE 1
SEUELL, JOHN CPT USAF 1870 XX 7288 NOTE 2

3. ANOTHER SET OF PHOTO NOTEBOOKS YIELD PHOTOCOPIES OF
ID CARDS THAT CORRESPOND TO EIGHT (8) MIA CASES:
FRANCISCO, SAND D LT USAF 1329 XX 7288 NOTE 1
MELLOR, FREDRIC M CPT USAF 0124 XX 7269
OTT, WILLIAM A CPT USAF 1666 XX 7288
POGREBA, DEAN A LCPL USAF 0162 XX 728A/7269

4. NOTEBOOK BINDER 7278 YIELD THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
ITEM INSCRIBED DATE / BINDER
HAT 29 MAR 66 7278 NOTE 4
REVOLVER 19 OCT 65 7278 NOTE 4

5. REVIEW OF SEVERAL NOTEBOOK BINDERS YIELD THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO AIRCRAFT CRASH SCENES OR PHOTOS OF
AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS: (NOTE 5).
READ AS FOLLOWS:
AIRCRAFT / SERIAL NO / INSCRIBED DATE / BINDER
A-1H 134517 3 MAR 65 7260
F-105D 4 APR 65 7260 NOTE 6
C-123 315587 3 FEB 66 7312
C-123 315587 3 FEB 66 7312
A-1H SIDE NO 413 5 MAR 66 7312
RF-101 7 MAR 66 7312
RF-101 7 MAY 66 7312
C-130 31 MAY 66 7312
A-1H 14 OCT 66 7282
RF-4C 17 JAN 67 7289
F-4B 4 FEB 67 7289
A-6A 24 MAR 67 7289
A-1E 21 JUN 67 7274
A-4E 25 OCT 67 7289
F-4D 11 MAR 68 7289
NOTE 1: BINDER 7269 DEPICTS CASUALTY PHOTO ANNOTATED AS ASSOCIATED WITH F-4B, UH-1, A-6A, AC-130, B052, ETC. AS WELL AS ID CARD, FLIGHT GEAR (INCLUDING TORSO HARNESS ON WHICH HIS NAME TAG IS SHOWN) AND CRASH SCENE. ANOTHER PHOTO IN BINDER 7269 SHOWS AN F-8 ID PLATE FOR PART NO' CVI-5720020-9. DOI ON REVERSE IS THE SAME AS REFNO 0088. BINDER 7288 DEPICTS SEVERAL PHOTOS ASSOC WITH REF 1329. MAJ MORRISON'S ID CARD AS WELL AS LT FRANCISCO'S ARE SHOWN IN ONE. ANOTHER PHOTO PURPORTEDLY DEPICTS VIETNAMESE CADE RETRIEVING WRECKAGE ASSOC WITH THEIR F-4D FROM THE WATER. STILL ANOTHER PHOTO SHOWS PERSONAL EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH BOTH CREWMEM INCLUDING A FLIGHT HELMET, A CAP ON WHICH IS INSCRIBED 555TH TFS "TRIPLE NICKEL," AND TWO REVOLVERS. THE PHOTO PURPORTED TO BE OF AND PHOTOS ASSOCIATED WITH THE AIRCRAFT CRASH SCENE AS WELL AS ASSORTED PERSONAL EFFECTS ARE ALSO PORTRAYED IN THIS BINDER.

NOTE 2: A SECOND SOURCE PROVIDED THE SAME PHOTO. ON THE BACK OF THIS PHOTO ARE VIETNAMESE INSCRIPTIONS THAT HAVE SAME LOSS DATE. BINDER 7288 ALSO CONTAINS PHOTOS OF FLIGHT GEAR, A REVOLVER AND VARIOUS PERSONAL EFFECTS THAT ARE ANNOTATED WITH THE SAME LOSS DATE AS WELL.

NOTE 3: BINDER 7289 ALSO CONTAINS PHOTO NOTED WITH SAME LOSS DATE AS THAT PURPORTED TO BE OF AND PHOTOS OF CRASH SCENE.


BINDER 7312 DEPICTS AIRCRAFT PURPORTEDLY ASSOC WITH LT BRUCH'S REFNO AS WELL AS A REVOLVER, THE LAST THREE DIGITS OF THE SERIAL READING...2273' THE PHOTO OF A REVOLVER IN BINDER 7278 SHOWS THE GUNS SER NO. 79251...SV, ALSO INSCRIBED ON BACK IS THE APPARENT LOSS DATE (19 OCT 65).'

NOTE 5: A NUMBER OF THE INCIDENT DATES ANNOTATED ON THE BACK OF THESE PHOTOS ARE COINCIDENT WITH LOSS DATES OF UNACCOUNTED FOR PERSONNEL.

NOTE 6: BINDER 7269 HOLDS SEVERAL PHOTOS THAT ARE INSCRIBED ON BACK AS PERTAINING TO AN F-105D PURPORTED TO BE SHOT DOWN ON 4 APR 65. ONE PHOTO SHOWS A HELMET ADORNED WITH TWO SETS OF FOUR DIAMONDS ARRAYED IN DIAMOND FORMATION. THE NUMBER THREE IS ALSO VISIBLE. ANOTHER PHOTO SHOWS AN ID PLATE FOR F-105D PART NO. 57W26000-20-2'. ANOTHER PHOTO SHOWS AN EJECTION SEAT THAT APPEARS SOMEWHAT INTACT.

NOTE 7: PHOTO DEPICTS A SURVIVAL KIT CONTAINED WITH PARTIALLY OBSCURED SERIAL NO'; 5'.55-21000-11.

NOTE 8: BINDER 7308 CONTAINS NUMEROS PHOTOS OF AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION PLATES. THE AC-130 ID PLATE RELATES TO PART NO. 20-
23001-309, SER 032-58.

| NOTE 9: BINDER 7276 ALSO INCLUDES A CASUALTY PHOTO WHICH IS INSCRIBED WITH THE SAME LOSS DATE AND B-52. BINDER 7284 CONTAINS A PHOTO OF A SMALL SECTION OF FUSELAGE ON WHICH IS ATTACHED AN ID PLATE FOR A B-52. THE ID/SER NO. IS PARTIALLY OBSCURED WITH THE LAST SEVEN DIGITS VISIBLE, "...4034-19" THE INCIDENT DATE (19-12-1972) APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN PAINTED ON THE BOTTOM OF THE COMPONENT AFTER THE INCIDENT. |

| 5. | PHOTOGRAPHIC TITLING LOG. |

| THIS TITLING LOG IS LIMITED TO A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTENTS OF EACH BINDER. A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF BINDER CONTENTS ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOTEBOOK NO.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7268</td>
<td>AIRCRAFT CRASH, SHOOTDOWN AND CAPTURE SCENES, Wreckage, and ID Cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7269</td>
<td>ID Cards, Casualty Photos, Acft Wreckage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7270</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage/Components, Shootdown, and ID Cards (Includes several probable Ml-1 Helos, one DTD 1 May 92 with four casualties visible. Helo Side No. Is 032' Id Cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7271</td>
<td>Id Cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7272</td>
<td>Flight Suits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7273</td>
<td>Flight Helmets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7274</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage/ Crash Scenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7275</td>
<td>Flight Helmets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7276</td>
<td>Casualty Photo, Acft Wreckage, and Shootdown Scenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7277</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage/Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7278</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage/ Crash Scenes and Memorabilia (Includes B-52 Assoc Photo Annotated 17 Dec 72 of a parachute, Ser No. 12620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7279</td>
<td>Aircraft Components/Flight Gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7280</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage/Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7281</td>
<td>Id Cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7282</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage/Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7283</td>
<td>Memorabilia (Pocket Knives, Revolvers, Etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7284</td>
<td>Aircraft Crash Scenes, Components, Id Cards, Etc' Photos of Live Pows in Prison Camps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7285</td>
<td>Id Cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7286</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage/Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7287</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage, Casualty Photos, and Id Cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7288</td>
<td>Aircraft Wreckage, Casualty Photos, and Id Cards. (Includes casualty Photo in which Crewman is still in his torso harness and a helmet on which an emblem of the American flag, a heart and a partially obscured flag are visible. The following inscriptions are noted on back of the photo: &quot;28-2-68&quot; and &quot;A6-A.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SERIALIZED ACFT COMPONENTS AND FLIGHT GEAR

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS SURVIVAL AND FLIGHT GEAR

HELMETS, TORSO HARNESS AND SURVIVAL KIT CONTAINERS

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE/COMPONENTS

FLIGHT HELMETS

SERIALIZED AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS

POW CAPTURE AND ACFT WRECKAGE (INCLUDES USAF ACFT BUNO 60093)

LIVE POW PRISON CAMP SCENES

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE, CASUALTY PHOTOS, ID CARDS,

SERIALIZED ACFT COMPONENTS (INCLUDES PHOTO OF POSS WING SECTION. INSCRIBED DATE IS 4 JUL 69. COLLINS LOGO IS CLEARLY VISIBLE ALONG WITH A SER NO. 4722 K. 286 OR 4782 K' 286).

PHOTOS OF LIVE POWS IN PRISON CAMPS

PHOTOS OF LIVE POWS IN PRISON CAMPS

FLIGHT HELMETS

CASUALTY PHOTOS OF PERSONNEL WHOSE REMAINS HAVE BEEN REPATRIATED TO THE UNITED STATES.

LIVE POW PRISON CAMP SCENES

AIRCRAFT CRASH SCENES, COMPONENTS, ETC.

POW CAMP SCENES

LIVE POW CLOSEUPS

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE/COMPONENTS AND SHUTDOWN SCENES

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE AND CRASH SCENES

SERIALIZED ACFT COMPONENTS (INCLUDES PHOTO OF AERO 20A EJECTOR RACK SERIAL BR 527, PART NO' 5445860-509 PURPORTEDLY ASSOCIATED WITH AN A-4; THE INSCRIBED DO1 IS THAT OF RENO 0107).

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE/CRASH SCENES

ID CARDS

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE/COMPONENTS

AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE/CRASH SCENES (INCLUDES USAF ACFT BUNO 60093 AND ONE CASUALTY PHOTO)

COMMENTS:

1. FIELD COMMENT.

2. MANY OF THESE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE MOST CERTAINLY DUPLICATES OF PHOTOS PROVIDED IN PREVIOUS IIR (SITE IIRS 6 012 90001-90006-90015-90027-92). NO INCLUDED THESE OBVIOUS DUPLICATES WITH THIS IIR FOR FEAR OF "CULLING" A USEFUL PHOTO BY MISTAKE. RATHER TEN TOO MANY THAT ONE LEFT OUT'.

3. DESK COMMENTS: THE ASSOCIATION OF PHOTOS ENCLOSED IN THIS IIR TO UNRESOLVED PW/HIA CASES IS BASED SOLELY UPON A PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF THESE PHOTOS FOR IIR DISSEMINATION' CORRELATIONS WERE BASED UPON INSCRIPTIONS ON THE BACK OF RESPECTIVE PHOTOS. THE ACCURACY CAN ONLY BE DETERMINED THROUGH ANALYTICAL REVIEW.
ADMIN
PROJ: (U) 6999-10.
INSTR: (U) US NO.
PREP: (U) RIVERS'
ENCL: (U) TO FOLLOW: 1 ENCLOSURE.
PHOTOGRAPHY: WAR CASUALTIES/CRASH SITES/MEMORABILIA, VN WAR (U),
45 ALBUMS OF 5X7 PHOTOS, B/W
ACQ: